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УДК 539.14

Г.Ф.Филиппов, В.С.Василевский, Т.Н.Коваленко

Исследование реакции фоторасщепления Не( ̂  , п )^Не и свойств
0

+
~реэонанса ядра ч!в методом резонирующих групп

На основе алгебраической версии метода резонирующих групп рас
смотрена реакция электрорасщепления ядра ^Не при малых значе-
ниях импульсов«переданных электронами ядру.Рассчитанный мат-

чный элемент монопольного перехода из основного состояния
в G

+
 резонансное состояние и вычисленное монопольное пра-

вило сумм с энергетическим весом подтверждают предположение о
кластерной природе 0

+
-резонанса.В дипольноы приближении иссле

дована фотоядерная реакция Не( ̂  , п )%е при малых энергиях
у -квантов.Полученные значения вероятностей электрических

дипольных переходов и эффективных сечений хорошо согласуются
с экспериментальными данными.

G.F.Filippov, V.S.Vasilevsky, T.P.Kovalenko

The \He( ̂  ,n)-*He Photodisintegration and the

Properties of 0
+
-Resouance of Tie by the

Resonating Group Method

The reaction of Tie electrodisintagration at small momenta

transferred to the nucleus by electrons is considered on the

basis of an algobraic version of the resonating group me-

thod. The calculated matrix element of the monopole transi-

tion from the ground state of ^He into the 0
+
-reaooance

state and the calculated monopole energy weighted sum rules

confirm the assumption on the cluster nature of (^-reso-

nance, la the dipole approximation the photonuclear reaction

of *He( \,n)He^ at small energies of f -quanta is studied.

The obtained values of the electric dipole transxtion pro-

babilities and the effective cross-sections reveal a good

agreement with experimental data*
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1. The continuous apeotrum states of THe have long been

a matter of interest to researchers (See, for example, [1] ).

An important information about these states has been obtained

in the reaotion of electro- and photodislntegration of Tie

[ 2-&l(Refs. [5-6J contain an exhaustive bibliography on

the subject). However, the data received in various expe-

riments appeared to be discrepant [4,6] . This should,

probably, provoke both new experiments and a careful theore-

tical investigation of the problem.

At present the continuous-spectrum states of Tie with

energy not exceeding a few tens of MeV above its breakup

threshold into •% and a proton and which are connected

with the ground state of Tie by monopoly and dipole electro-

magnetic transition, have been studied most thoroughly. The

monopole transitions are observed in electrodiaintegration

of Tie if the momentum transferred to the nucleus by an

electron [4] is small and the dipole electric transitions

in photodisintegration until the gamma-quantum energy is suf-

ficiently small [2J.

We have investigated the monopole and dipole electric

transitions in the Tie nucleus accompanied by the breakup of

Tie into Ĥ and a proton, % e and a neutron whithin the

algebraic version of the resonating group method (RGM) [ll.



The theoretical calculations reproduce satiafactorily the

properties of the inonopole near-threshold resonaace of ̂ He

and the dependence of probability of the monopole transition

on the energy of continuous-spectrum states observed in the

above-threshold region as well as the position and width

of a giant dipole resonance.

2. The near-threshold resonance of 20.2 MeV [3,4j

(20.1 + 0.05 MeV in Ref.[iJ) above the ground state of

ЧЯе was found by experiments on the Tie electrodisintegration.

The parity of this resonance state is positive, spin is

equal to zero and the width Г constitutes 0.270- 0.05OMeV

(See [ij). In Refs.[e-10J it is interpreted as a collec-

tive excited state of breathing node. Such an interpretation,

however, confronts at least two difficulties. Firstly, theo-

retioal calculations carried out using the microscopic ap-

proaches indicate that the monopola collective resonance

energy should be almost 10 MeV greater than that of 20,2HeV

resonance Ci1,12,13З. Secondly, the matrix element of the

monopole transition ( EO transition from the ground state

of THe into the state where the excitation energy is fo-

oused on the monopole collective mode) ia twice as much the

experimental value of the matrix element of EO transition

from the ground state into the resonance state of 20,2MeV.

If we assume the matrix element of £0 transition to be

equal, according to the microscopic theory of collective

excitations, to 1.96 fm2 (See ClOJ), the experimental value

of matrix element (with the data of Ref. [3j be defined more

accurately in [4] ) ia supposed to constitute 1,10 ± 0.16fm .

If the resonance is induced by the collective monopcle mode

excitation the monopole transition from the ground state

into the of resonance one exhausts, by theoretical calcula-

tions, 40-70% of the energy-weighted sum rule but by experi-

mental data - it expends only 11£ [4].

Furthermore, there ie also another general argument

(put forward, in [iij) about the wave function structure of

0* -resonance of 20,2 MeV. The energy of such a resonance is
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0.300 MeV higher than that of the breakup threshold of
 4
He

into H and p and 0.400 MeV lower than that of the breakup

threshold of Tie into
 3
He and n . Therefore when Tie ia in

the resonance state of 20.2 MeV, the proton escape is pre-

vented by the Coulomb barrier and the neutron escape is

impossible due to the limitations imposed by the energy

conservation law. The Coulomb barrier just determines the

resonance disintegration time. At the same time, since the

resonance energy is very close to the threshold energies,

the wave function of the resonance state must decrease very

slowly with increasing distance between a neutron and He

and a proton and % which implies the pronounced cluster

structure of the 20.2 MeV resonance.

Finally, the resonance of 20.2 MeV is observed not only

in Tie electrodisintegration but during the proton scattering

by
 3
H nucleus which also disputes its interpretation as a

monopole resonance. In other nuclei the monopole resonances

have not yet Ъеел identified with quasi-stationary states

in nuclear reactions* This fact can be easily explained taking

into account a strong connection between monopole small-ampli-

tude oscillations and cluster degrees of freedom of open

channels of nuclear reactions. The monopole resonance excited

by the interaction of the nucleus and v-quanta or electrons

disintegrates instantly in one of the open channels. By the

same reason it cannot be observed in nuclear reactions (ex-

cept for photonuclear ones). It is necessary to emphasize

that monopole and cluster degrees of freedom are strongly

bounded at relatively small amplitudes of monopole oscillations.

At large amplitudes this binding weakenes and the monopole

resonances can, in principle, manifest themselves as ordinary

quasi-stationary states (See [14] ).

In studying the nature of 0
+
-resonance of 20.2 lleV it is

reasonable, from the first, to focus our attention at the

dynamics of the cluster mode of the breakup channels of Tie

into a proton and % and a neutron and % e . Within the mi-

nimal approximation of the microscopic theory for the collec-

tive monopole excitations an adequate consideration of tne
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cluater structure of resonance state is impossible.since

in thio approximation the dynamics of cluster degrees of

freedom is not taken into account. Therefore as a dynamic

model we use the algebraic version of the resonating group

method capable to reproduce the cluster structure of ex-

cited 4He states within the framework of microscopic ap-

proach31'. The calculations of eigenvectors of discrete and

continuous spectra were carried out with the nucleon-nucleon

potential \f~l fi6J without regard to the Coulomb inte-

raction. In order to guarantee the experimental value of

the % and He-RMS radius, we have chosen the oscilla-

tor length of r£ equal to 1.70 fm. A detailed consideration

of the model used for a four-nucleon system is given in

E17J.
The potentials introduced bound the four-nucleon system

not only in the ground but also in the excited 0+ state.

For the V~I potential the ground state energy in the

one-channel approximation (only 3+1 channels are taken

into account) proved to be -27,9 MeV while the excited

state energy -6.42 MeV which is О.О48 MeV lower than the

Tie breakup threshold in 3+1 channels. The channels of the

Tie breakup into a proton and % and a neutron and % e in

the absence of the Coulomb interaction have the same threshold

energy (for V ~ I potential and £ »l.7Q fm it is

-6.38 MeV or 21.4 MeV over the ground state of TJe)« The

introduction of the Coulomb interaction splits the threshold

energies. The energy of the Tie breakup threshold into a

proton and % is stable while that of the Tie breakup thre-

shold into a neutron and % e rises as the O+ excited state

energy. The excited state is eventually between two thresholds.

Thus, the approximation chosen by us gives quite satisfac-

torily the position on the energy scale1 of both ground «ad

*;Tae RGM has already been used to study the cluster structure
of the excited *He state [15j. However in Ref. I15jan impor-
tant contribution of the continuous-spectrum states to the
general balance of a monopole sum rule has not been con-
sidered.
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excited atateo of Tie.,

The near-threshoiii energy level of be hae alao beea

found iu Ref.CiSjfroii) the solution of the Faddeev 'fakubouky

integral equations lor a four-nucleon system with a sepa-

rable potential. However, the question of its adequacy to

the experimental 20.2 MeV resonance ia still open.

Pig.1 represents the eigenvectors of the ground state,

( С °* ) t 0
+
 -excited state { C

n
°

2
 j and one of

the continuous-spectrum states ( С
 E

 j (it corres-

ponds to the energy В - 1 MeV over the de breakup thre-

saold in the 3+1 channel)* The amplitudes i С
 r

 2
 ) ot

tiie eigenvector of 0
+
-геэопапсе decrease very slowly witb

increasing number n of the oscillator baaia functions.

Such a behaviour o.f the amplitudes confirms the assumption

concerning the clustar structure of the wave function of

the resonance under study. The % e RMS radius in the re-

sonance state equals 6«48 fra while in the ground state of

%1э it equals 1.56 fm. Notice that linear dimensions of

the system increase significantly not because of the exci-

tation of oolleotlve monopole oscillations but due to the

fact that on the average one of the ^He nucleons is disposed

far enough from the rest three nucleons.

To estimate quantitively the properties of the 0
+
-re-

аоздпсе вяй 0
+
-state of the %e continuous speotrum, we

turn to the aaalyais of the matrix elements of the monopole

£ 0 transition from the ground state of Tie into the re-

eonance state and the continuous-spectrum states.

In the algebraic version of RGM the matrix elements of

U operator of the monopole transition connecting the He

ground state and the continuous-spectrum state have the

following form

M(E0;
r'2



where / С
n

4
 J and { C

n

 £ j are the eigen-veo-
tora of the states between which the monopole transition
takes place and fi is the monopole transition operator.
The latter is expressed by the square of the global radius

f ••

PS /?'-*' (2,

where Л is the number of nucleons in the nucleus, Kj

is the radius vector of the i>th nucleon, R is the

normalized vector of the nucleus inertia center.

We can easily calculate the diagonal and nondiagonal

matrix elements of fl on the osicllator basis functions of

the 3+1 channel if we restrict ourselves to the zero or-

bital momentum states L , of spin S and isospin L

of a four-nucleon system:

(зь)

where Y~
0
 is the oscillator length and

S

The matrix element M(EO; 0, ~+" 0
2
 )

 O
f the isoscalar

monopole transition from the ground state of Tie into the

near-threshold excited one is equal (for V ^ J potential)

to 1.18 fm which is in good agreement with experiment.

The overlap integral of the oscillator basis functions

of the 3+1 channel and the basis functions of the collective

monopole channel with the eame n number of quanta of hur-
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monic oecillationa ie cloee to unity if /7 < 10 . It Is

also known that the first monopole-type collective exoita-

tion is constructed on the basis states «hers П < 10 too.

Therefore the oscillator basis of the 3-1-1 channel can

reproduoe in general features the first collective monopole

excitation. Therefore we can obtain the information of the

collective monopole resonance energy and width analyzing

the dependence of probability of the isoecalar monopole

transition

д(ЕО; (4)

on energy E of the continuous-spectrum state in the 3+1
channel (see Fig. 2). The amplitudes {(2 £ ] *-u (4) a r e

normalized во that

where m is the nucleon mass. The maximum of function

/3 ( £ 0 , 0f~*0£), as shown in Pig.2, is displaced in

the low energies region ( <~ 1 MeV) but this function

preserves the values near the maximal one up to the energy

E»10 KeV. The experimental dependence of %e electrodi-

sintegration on energy of an electron [4] has the same run

(a wide maximum in the near-threshold region).

Pig.2 shows that in electrodislntegration, if the

electron momentum transmitted to the nucleus is small,

most probable are neutron and % e (or a proton and JH )

scattering with a s^all relative energy. The energy weigh-

ted sum rule for the isoscalar monopole transition into the

discrete and continuous spectrum states oan be written as:

Z 4*
1-2



S (t 0, '-',

М is the mean value of the operator M in tin* ground

state of He. Here tbe sum over i ia reduced to one

term corresponding to the transition into the near-thre-

shold 0
+
 -resonance. This terra exhausts 15% of the

monopole вгот rule which is close to experimental 11%. Tb<i

integral in (6) exhausts 50% of the aum rule if integra-

tion is limit ted by the energy interval from the ^He break-

up threshold in the 3+1 channel up to Ю MeV above this

tnreoh.o3.i3.

The behaviour of the function of S (t 0

in the above-threshold region can be considered as collec-

tive monopole resonance effects. The continuous-spectrum

states in the region of 10 MeV width above the threshold

era excited intensively under interaction of \He with an

electron provided that the momentum of an electron trans-

mitted to the nucleus is email. This ia precisely the

property of the collective monopole x'eaonanos statee* thai.

singles them out from other continuous-spectrum states.

As to lifetime of these states, slow monotonic deereasf?

in the scattering phase in the 3+1 channel (see Pig*2) ii

О < t <• Ю MeV, shows that the collective monopole exci-

tations disintegrate in the 3^1 channel immediately after

the nucleus acquires energy of an electron.

So, the theoretical investigation of the near-thre-

shold 0
+
- resonance of Tie performed within the RGM al-

gebraic version confirms the assumption of tbe cluster na-

ture of this resonance and the impossibility of ita inter-

pretation as a collective monopole mode»

3. At small values of v -quantum energies (up to

30 MeV) a major contribution into the ^He photodieintegra-

tion cross-section is made by dipole electric transitions.

Theoretical calculations for the cross-sections of 4ie

dipole photodisintegration in the 3+1 channel have been

carried out up to now using only the shell model £i9-2OJ.

The study of photodisintegration within the framework of

the resonating group method making a consecutive consi-

deration of the cluster structure of the continuous-spect-
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rum states has not previously been performed. At the same
time the microscopic theory of monopole excitations of
atomio nuclei (the method of hyperapheric functions) was
uaed in Ref. [22J treating the proceaa of dipole photodiain-
tegratlon of the c( -particle into four nucleone.

As a result of the dipole electric x -quantum ad-
sorption, the Tie nucleus appears in the state with the
quant im numbers Z»«»1f S»Q, T=»1 and negative parity.
We have calculated the wave functions of the states L?-£
of the continuous spectrum in the one-channel approximation.

The operator of the dipole electric transition пае
the form

where ( f. , \J-) are the spherical components of the radiue-

vector /T of the c~th particle in the cm» system. The

reduced matrix element of the dipole transition M ( E i ;

Q
+
 — v £" ) from the ground O+-state of Tie into the

^"-continuous spectrum state ia expressed through re-

duced matrix elements of tha operator Q on the oscillator

basis functions

nsPOP the basis states . In L ST > we take the notations
possessing the information of their quantum numbers П

s , т .
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Ье-t { С n
£ j be the eigenvector of the i""-state

of Tie and { C°<) , - the eigenvector of the ground
state, then

^ft^>t (9)
л,,п

г
 *

 2
 •

where &{ El \ Oj —^l
E
) is the reduced probability

of the dipole electric transition. Finally, the effective

cross-section of the Tie dipole photodisintegration is de-

fined by the following ralRtion

where £\ is the у-quantum energy, < is the norma-

lized momentum of an escaping nucleon in the cm. system

of Tie.

Pig.3 represents the results of the numerioal calcu-

lations of the cross-section of the dipole photodisintegra-

tion of Tie in the 3+1 channel. Comparison of theoretical

values with experimental data /̂ 2,5.6J shows that the one-

channel approximation reproduces a giant dipole resonance

observed during experiment. The displacement of the cross-

section maximum into the low-energy region is,probably,

associated with the fact that within the chosen approxima-

tion the contribution of excitation of collective degrees

of freedom of Tie was neglected and the Coulomb proton in-

teraction remained out of account.

As in the case of the collective monopole resonance

the posltiuu of maximum of the giant dipole resonance is

not correlated with the phase scattering behaviour
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of o,- neutron by -Tie in toe jT-atate depending on energy.

We nave oaloulated this phase shift in the ваше one-channel

approximation of the RGM and the theoretical curve for

&.-.(£) is shown in Fig.3. Analyzing the function of

we conclude that ^ e can be in the resonance state o,.(£)&t

energies E»1.4 MeV above the breakup threshold in the

3+1 channel. The resonance width Г«»5.8 MeV and the re-

sonance appearance is caused by a centrifugal barrier.

On the energy soale it is displaced to the left relative

to the g ~nt dipole resonance. Experimental information

concerning the 0^- phase shift is reduced to a snail number

of values of 6,- at different energies (see crosses in

Fig«3 Г23J) and does not exclude the possibility of exi-

stence of the £ -resonance in the 3+1 channel.

Thus, the main features of the regularities observed

during photodisintegration and eleotrodisintegration of

4ge can be reproduoed using simple ideas of the cluster

structure of the continuous spectrum states of this nuc-

leus. The algebraic version of the RGM provides the solu-

tion of technical problems arising during the realization

of the microaoopio approach.On the other hand it has the re-

serves for the consideration of the channels disregarded

in our first treatment.

The authors are grateful to A.N.Nesterov for his as-

sistance In numerical calculations.
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